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routine takes a backseat to high style 
when rich materials and luxury fixtures 
meet in the home’s most practical spaces.  
wriTTen By brielle m. ferreira

Share your vision for 
this handsome space. 
the homeowner wanted 
to customize the kitchen 
and existing neil kelly 
lower cabinets and 
explore working with local 
artisans, so we played with 
the extreme facets and 
angles of the architecture 
found throughout the 
interiors to create one-of-
a-kind elements, like  
the bookcase extension 
attached to the island. 

favorite thing about this 
showstopping kitchen?  
i particularly love the 
statement-making 
chandelier. we 
purchased it from 
lobmeyr, a Vienna, 
austria-based company 
that had originally 
designed the fixture for 
the metropolitan opera 
in new york over 40 
years ago. it’s special 
and not something you 
get to see every day.

What makes this a 
luxury kitchen? 
here, it’s all about the 
thoughtfulness, time 
and consideration given 
to each and every  
one of the incredible  
details. there’s a lot of 
complexity here—both  
in terms of f inishes  
and the engineering 
required to implement 
some of the designs. 
it’s both understated 
yet impactful.

there’s more to a showpiece kitchen or bathroom than materials and 
top-of-the-line appliances—though those obviously play a large role. 
instead, it’s the details that separate a strictly functional space from 
one that dazzles owners and guests alike (think: a pretty modern 
faucet that has sparkling water on tap or a couture-inspired bathroom 
vanity as multifaceted as a diamond), and you don’t have to go over-
the-top to make a statement. today’s luxury means embracing and 
celebrating artisanal goods, particularly when they come with a well-
worn patina and slight imperfections that serve as charming signs  
of their makers’ hand. here, we eschew flashy formality in favor of  
fancy-free spaces that are big on personality. 

the midas touch
andee hess
a young homeowner’s portland kitchen goes from bachelor 
party to black-tie optional thanks to interior designer andee 
hess’ crisp, modern aesthetic. osmosedesign.com

the fine 
line

Kitchen + Bath

The beveled countertop on the island 
is from caesarstone; the dining chairs 
are by Patricia Urquiola for Moroso.
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put down that bottle of san pellegrino: for those with a thirst for sparkling 
water, grohe’s blue faucet offers up chilled, bubbly h2o on tap. using a 
patented five-stage filter to eliminate impurities—like chlorine, limescale 
and heavy metal—in the water that is delivered to the home, and an 
active carbon filter to provide the perfect amount of carbonation, grohe’s 
newest technology is seeking to make a dent in the estimated 38 billion 
water bottles that end up in landfills each year. the result is a dynamic 
kitchen staple that is a win for environmental enthusiasts and those with 
discerning palates alike. grohe.com

a bit of  
bubbly
grohe blue
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ahead of the carve
new york-based 
woodworker ariele 
alasko recently 
packed up her studio 
in brooklyn for 
co-working digs in 
Queens, providing  
a new home for her 
f iercely coveted 
handcrafted kitchen 
wares—from oversize 
walnut serving boards 
to soup spoons and 
butter knives whittled 
from ambrosia maple. 
arielealasko.com

at the beginning of  
this year, celebrated 
appliance company  
aga said goodbye to  
its old oven staples and 
welcomed a whole new 
fleet of super-efficient, 
energy-conscious 
ranges to its u.s. lineup. 
one thing that hasn’t 
changed? the brand’s 
dedication to quality 
cooking and good looks. 
agamarvel.com

feel the 
heat
aga dual  
control
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this white-on-white kitchen by new york-based interior designer tamara 
eaton gets a serious dose of cool thanks to the custom-fabricated brass 
hood that takes center stage in the space. the monolithic structure sparkles 
against its backdrop of pristine white-glazed brick from waterworks and 
functions as a nod to the home’s historic origins. “it gives the kitchen a really 
artistic approach,” says eaton. “i love that the unlacquered brass finish will 
slowly change over time and produce a really beautiful patina as it ages, 
which is fitting as it recalls the brass doorknobs and hinges often found in 
the older town houses in this neighborhood.” tamaratoday.com

under the hood

The oven in this kitchen 
is from Lacanche; the 

countertops are Danby 
marble from Vermont.
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dipping in

a crisp, black-and-white palette has long been a staple for überchic 
interiors, but this edgy bathroom by nashville interior designer 
benjamin Vandiver takes the classic color combo to new levels. 
thanks to the seemingly random linework on the graphic wallpaper 
from kelly wearstler, the bathroom’s more traditional elements, such as 
the wood-and-marble vanity and penny-round tile flooring, are cast in a 
seriously modern light. benjaminvandiver.com

luck of the draw

interior designer kelly hoppen recently teamed up with australian brand 
apaiser to release a new bathroom collection featuring sinuous bathtubs 
and vanities that take their inspiration from naturally occurring silhouettes in 
the environment. the harmony tub shown here, for example, is inspired  
by the form of a petal from a slowly unfurling lotus flower. with reclaimed 
marble serving to craft the core of each of hoppen’s creations, the pieces 
are then finished by hand to capture an organic feeling that transforms the 
bath into a spa-like oasis. apaiser.com; kellyhoppen.com

the concept behind 
luxury european 
bathroom company 
maison Valentina’s 
newest freestand 
vanity is simple: no 
space in the home (or 
finger on the hand for 
that matter) should go 
without a little bit of 
sparkle. here, the 
diamond’s high-gloss 
finish and touches of 
gold give the piece a 
multifaceted appeal. 
maisonvalentina.net

looKing 
sharp
diamond  
freestand

outSide of the Box
handcrafted and embossed with a textured 
crocodile print from limoges porcelain, this 
precious box from l’objet is a must-have for the 
bathroom, with plenty of space to stow keepsakes 
while feeling a bit like one on its own, thanks to 
its rich 24-karat gold border. l-objet.com
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LOOKING 
GLASS

Sconces clockwise from top left: ringlo LeD wall Torchiere / 
Sonneman / sonnemanawayoflight.com. Secto 4231 in natural Birch / 
Global Lighting / globallighting.com. Modernist 207-11 / corbett Lighting / 
corbettlighting.com. Layne wall washer in Polished nickel / ralph Lauren / 
ralphlaurenhome.com. eclipse agate Sconce in chrome / emporium 
home / emporiumhome.com. Mirrors: Vintage / a consignment 
Gallery / aconsignmentgallery.com. Background: Marble Mural / 
area environments / areaenvironments.com.

thiS SeaSon’S neWeSt crop of SconceS give 
a Whole neW meaning to vanity lighting.
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